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Dear parents,
We were delighted to welcome the children back to school and begin this years journey! They
very quickly settled into their new classes with year 2 taking the move from year 1 well in their
stride. It was lovely to see lots of teacher smiles throughout the first two weeks when their
personalities and quirky comments shine through!
Year 1 mums and dads are reassured (and we discussed this at length in assembly), the biggest
step is from reception to year 1. From the freedom and short focused learning tasks that are
individually supported in reception classes, year 1 necessarily becomes more formal. Every year
this is a challenge and the staff are supporting the children throughout. Please don’t worry –it
does improve…
Following their excellent preparation in nursery, reception classes have taken the transition
really well. They are confident, smiley and enjoying all the new opportunities. They are all taking
part in the new national baseline which is a short 1:1 task with their teachers. You can see
below a photo taken last Friday in their first music lesson with Brendon (now Dr Renwick) in
which they anticipated the fun! We are thrilled to welcome the children who have
joined us from other nurseries who are already making firm friendships and are
an important part of every class.
We look forward to sharing with you our exciting adventures in the coming weeks.

We would like to remind you that we have ‘meet
the teacher ‘meetings coming up. If you are unable
to attend, other family members are very welcome.
Reception parents
16th September 2019
2.45-3.15pm

(in classroom)

Year 1 parents

(in classroom)

17th September 2019
2.45-3.15pm

Year 2 parents

(in classroom)

18th September 2019
2.45-3.15pm

We have reception places still available… Please enquire on 5495666

Parking…
Please remember to take care when parking—the parking camera is often seen outside school. Please
also be mindful of access to the medical centre and Peter Stracey house where lives can be saved
when speedy access for emergency vehicles is possible.

Happy first days at school.
As you can tell from these photographs, the children are quickly getting used to life in school
and nursery and have enjoyed some special moments this last fortnight.

Coming Events:
16.9.2019

11.10.2019
16.10.2019
23.10.2019

2.45pm Meet the teacher Reception parents (in class
rooms)
2.45pm Meet the teacher Year 1 parents (in classrooms)
2.45pm Meet the teacher Year 2 parents (in classrooms)
MacMillan coffee morning Year 2 children sing
6pm Year 2 curriculum meeting for parents in the hall
6pm Pre reception admissions parents meeting (NURSERY
parents)
Harvest assembly (children only)
6pm Reception parent’s curriculum meeting in the hall
Individual children’s photo- Phototronics

25.10.2019

School finishes for half term

17.9.2019
18.9.2019
27.9.2019
2.10.2019
9.10.2019

September Birthdays– up
to 13th
Samuel Middleton
Torin Alderson
Archie Harper
Sebastian Wolf
Jude Robinson
Alfie Allan
Matilda Smith
Jessica Holmes
Clara Middleton
Mitchell Underwood

